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Rush Is Finally Here

CALLING ALL FRESHMEN

By Lindley Ruddick

At a convocation held Wednesday in the auditorium
all interested persons were given a thoro idea of rush
for our four fraternities. It was announced that it would
be held February 23, 24 and 2F As last year there will
be five rush parties at each fraternity house. Each party will last two hours and be held at the following times:
Friday 7-9 P.M., Saturday 12-2 P.M., 4-6 P.M., and Sunday 2-4 P.M., 6-8 P.M.

Explorer
Announces
New Staff

Prof. Elbert to Accompany
Students to Little UN

by Jack Hobbs
The new staff of the EXPLOROn February 28 seven Rose
ER h a s been announced by past students and Professor Duane sueing of the Philippine Islands by
co-editors, Steve Ban and Rod Her- Elbert will travel to Indiana Uni- South Africa. It will be interestThe rushees will be divided
to see what solutions the Little
rick. Serving the spring semester versity to participate in the Little
into five groups so each rushee
of 1962 and next fall will be Den- United Nations Assembly. This 'United Nations will come up with.
five
of
the
will attend only four
nis Karwatka and Merle Rice as is the second year that Rose has I Assisting the students will be
parties. The following Mond a y,
co-editors. Karwatka, a junior ME, participated in the event which foreign students attending Indiana
the freshmen will assemble in the
is from Lansing, Illinois. He has I has as its purpose to make the University from the countries repauditorium to list their preferworked in various capacities on student aware of the complexity resented. Also present will be
ence of fraternities. Either ATO,
the paper most of which fell under of the United Nations, the manner authorities or specialists in such
Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Nu,
the title Assistant Editor. His an- in which the United Nations func- areas as the British Com mo nTX or undecided will be written
The Beaux Arts Ball, an annual char man, from Fort Wayne, In- tions and the methods of Padia- wealth, the North Atlantic Treaty
on the cards.
by the Commun- diana is a junior EE. Rice last mentary Procedure.
Organization, the Organization of
The IF Council advisor will affair sponsored
Feature Editor of t h e Students attending from R o s e American States and the Commmatch this preference with that ity Theatre, will be held Satur- served as
submitted by the f r a ter nities. day, March 3rd in the Cotillion EXPLORER. No Assistant Editor will be Tom Copeland, B r o n i s unist Bloc Countries. T h e y will
has been named but Ron Turaski, DeSupinski, Bob F i n n e y, Bob assist the students by giving them
Those matching will then be room of the Deming hotel.
are
to
be
and
costumes
Masks
a
freshman from Cleveland, Ohio Valle, Mike Thomas, John Stock _ information as to how their respecknown as pledges of that particular organization. Any names that worn by all for this gala affair is joining the staff to serve as an ton and Dave Morgan. Rose has tive countries felt toward certain
don't match are automatically put This year's decorations will fol- Editorial Assistant,
chosen to represent two countries, international questions. This is to
Jack Hobbs, junior Chemistry Italy and Hungary, instead of the supplement the previous preparaon open rush. This means that low the theme of "Carnival in
these men are now eligible to be Rio". Costumes may be of any major from Plainfield, Indiana, is one the previous year which was t;on which the students g a i n e d
rushed at any time by any frat- theme and if you find it imposs- to serve as one of the new News Yugoslavia. Three of the mem _ from their outside reading about
ible to scrape one up, there will Editors. Jack has been a member bers will represent one of the the countries.
ernity.
door of the sports staff in the past. Bob countries and the other three will Also during the four day assemDuring rush weekend no frater- be someone present at the
Gordon, Elwood, Indiana sopho- represent the other country. The bly there will be a prominent
nity member will be allowed to to provide you with one.
communicate with a rushee ex- The proceedings will begin at mere is to be the other new News one student left over who will be speaker who is an authority in
cept at the rush parties to insure 9:00 PM and the "damage" is Editor. Bob has been a member Bob Finney will serve on the In- f o r e i g n affairs. L a s t year's
fairness. After Monday each frat- $2.50 per person. This event has of the News staff. Jake Hoffman, ternational Court of Justice and speaker was Senator J. W. Fullbright (Ark.) On one of the evencrnity will be on open rush until been well received in the p a s t Williamsport, Pennsylvania, jun- will be representing Italy.
it fills its quota which is approx- and an enjoyable time has been ior Che, will serve as chief whip Each of the three students rep. ings the foreign students f r o m
imately one-fourth of the number lad by those who have attended. cracker for the sports staff. Jake resenting the respective countries Indiana University will put on an
It is hoped that this year's event has been quite active on the staff will serve on one of three comm- International Night at which time
of rushees.
will be even bigger and b e t t e r , and assisted in makeup in the past. ittees; territorial, social and econ- they will present customs of their
than ever.
countries and d i s p 1 a y articles
j Marvin Barkes, historian of the omic, and political and security,
Andy Breece attended last year school, will take over as the new One of the problems to be discuss_ which have come from t h e s e
countries.
and mentioned that he noticed
a' Feature Editor. M a r v, a Colum-. cd in great detail will be t h e
young lady enter the dance warea
free
city.
A
Professor Elbert explained that
making
of
Berlin
EE
has
writjunior
Indiana
ing only three flowers, strategic bus,
the
be
reviewed
by
InterRose
chose Hungary and I t a 1 y
to
case
Historical Highlights since the
ally located. Upon approach i n g ten
national Court will be Pakistan because they were good for beginof history.
beginning
her, however, he quickly saw that
Com'''
Valbert, an ME from Flora, vs. India. The case will be con- ners. Since Hungary was a
Gary
Glee Club president Bill N i c e- she also had en a flesh colored
who
problem
of
cerned
with
the
or
more
she
country
munist
Bloc
Illinois remains on t h e staff as
wanger has issued a plea for old swim suit.
controls the rivers. India has less followed Russia in her decischief photographer. He will be astime members to attend regularly
dammed up a river which flows
sisted by Mike Lubecky, Cleveland
i
However, there would still
and new men, who can carry a
into Pakistan. Pakistan asserted ions.
freshman also a newcomer. T h e that this move had stopped nee_ be room for individual expression
tune, to attend practices Wednesnew Ad Manager will be Bill Bar- e sary navigation of the river and participation
day and Thursday afternoons at
by the Rose
4:00 PM He emphasized that a
one, a junior Mechanical from Cmwas
a
to
h
e
which
vital
part
r
students.
Prof.
Elbert
also menman does not have to be a soloist;
cinnati. Bill has served on the past
mem- ecomcny. Another case is the toned that this would be an exhe must just be interested, presBusiness
staff
business
staff.
Among the duties of Daniel
ent and able to carry his part.. Cifor, 10-year-old
and Dan Lit- Philippine Islands vs. South cellent opportunity for Rose studmessenger for hers Ron Susemichel
The club will be making a Con- the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora- tie remained free from p u r g e. Africa. When a South African ents to meet and compete with
cert Tour May 3, 4 and 5 this tion in Burbank, California, was Both are double E's, Ron hailing ship
entered
the
Philippine students from Indiana who were
year and for the tour it needs the delivery of boxes of staples. from IndianapeAs and Dan calling
fired
upon and educated in liberal arts institushe
was
waters,
members who have attended
Few would think the chore rep- Culver, Indiana his home,
boarded. This resulted in t h e tions.
faithfully the twenty practices re- resented a giant step toward
formed
The new Co-Editors have
maining before the trip. The getting ahead.
a makeup staff to put everything
group plans to sing at Luc in a But Cifor was curious. T h e- in legible form for you. John Rohr
Hall, Ball State Teacher's College, boxes were marked "5,000' will serve as Makeup Editor. John,
folldwing dinner with the girls at staples" per container. He wo n- a Hinsdale, Illinois sophomore is
the dorm. After the concert, the dered if there were that many in l a Math EE gunner. He has been
girls are planning a mixer in each box.
invaluable help in makeup in the
honor of the Glee Club. The next So he counted the staples
past. Assisting him will be Bill Almorning the group will appear at counted them during his lunc h- lard, Pickford, Michigan sophoWabash Indiana High School and hours for a full week. An d he more Methematician. Bill has been
that afternoon at Bluffton Indiana (found what he was seeking—a on the Feature staff as w e 11 as
High School. Later Nriday they shortage.
bringing in valuable makeup exwill make a half hour special
He found 104 less staples per perience from the MODULUS.
video tape for a Fort Wayne tele- box than
marked — a fact later Newcomer to the paper is Mike
vision station.
substantiated by Lockheed's mat- Atkins, Kettering, Ohio freshman
That night, the Club is to appear erial department. It was learned who will be the third member of
in a public concert at Fort Wayne that the .supplier had erroneously the makeup staff.
under the sponsorship of the local recalibrated its automatic countRose Tech Club. T h e following ing devices after changing to
morning the exhausted vocalists a heavier wire in the production
will return to Terre Haute.
of staples.
Since Lockheed's California div- A marvual of politeness publish"The fact that Major Gagarin ision buys approximately 50 mill- ed in Philadelphia in 1859 suggot into orbit around the earth ion staples a year, the 2 per cent gested:
and then returned to Russia shortage unearthed by the mess- "In the case of a dinner party
makes you realize that conditions enger amounted to 1-million. when
dinner is announced, the
in outer space must be a lot staples.
mistress or master of the house
worse than any of us imagined." It looks as if enterprising Dan- gets up, invites the company to
— E. R. Woodward, Oberlin iel Cifor is going to be with Lock- follow to the dining room, a n d
(Kans.) Herald.
heed a long time. They liked his sets them the example by passing
out first."
curiosity.
There is only one state which
Evidently even Rose Poly has to be protected against the onslaught
permits a woman to work more
Before you flare up at someone
The changing world: In t h e
of America's enemies. Or is that picketing at Lost Creek? Anyway
than eighteen hours a day—the good old days the girls used to else's fault take time to count ten
the MS Ill's got some basic training in recently.
state of matrimony.
—of your own.
kiss and then make up.

Carnival In Rio
At Deming Hotel

Glee Club Plans
Extensive Program

Initiative Still
Counts!

Dining? Out?
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Wcrking towards the betterment
of Rose Poly is something which
Every year at Rose a familiar
Rush at Rose is finally coming
all truly good instructors are conup. After a wait of a semester, aftermath of the first semester is
stantly striving for. The once a
Leave it to a EEE class t o month faculty meetings give a
all freshmen will be giv en an the rearrangement of the curricumake gigantic strides in the place for just such a concern to
opportunity to join Alpha Alpha lums and schedules to accomodate
electrical world. Jim Summers manifest itself in the passing and
Alpha or Beta Beta.
the usually large number of freshand Ron Andis showed up at their amending of regulations.
Alpha Alpha Alpha and Beta men who have failed Mathematics
by Merle Rice
Beta are both very fine organiza- I and are unable to take courses Rose students will be telling the lost exam wearing impedance It has been a faculty policy not
tions. Each has their own unique that require it as a prerequisite. world next week that it is im- glasses - dark glasses with white to allow classes to meet a f ter
advantages but on the same hand The usual result is an increase in possible to get something for
4:00 PM in order to support var* * *
they also have their disadvanyear men, subtly referred to as nothing. The most probable occur- The news a couple weeks a g o sity and intra-mural athletics. Untages. No single individual, no extended term students. This has rence is getting nothing for somequestionably this is a good policy
fraternity, no school, no country always been a problem at colleges thing. Well regarded as Rese ma told about the substitute piano since Rose needs about all t h e
is entirely free from • all faults. of engineering a n d science. For be in industry, our output of gov- tuner sent to tune the piano ill Support that they can muster both
Some are less obvious than others atears Rose has been experiment- ernment policy makers is notably a sorority house. Girls ambled on the boards and on the field.
thru in various states of undress, This regulation came up at
yet all do exist.
ing with various different methods 'ewer than that of Harvard.
and the most unnerving (the news
February 8, of
you
tell
An AAA will possibly
of instructing new students in ele- We would hesitate to estimate said) time was when the trea- the latest meeting,
Unfortunately
Liketion.
administra
the
that BB is bad because
final
Harvard's
cif
mentary calculus b u t apparently the forocity
inin to pay him
mathematics course known as
the
wise, a BB will tell you reasons has yet to f ind an adequate an- exams, but very few students are eurer came
a complete state of undress. She
a
for completely avoiding AAA. Yet swer.
heard of who enter asylums as a suddenly ran, screaming, f r o m Calculus of Variations had
fraterscheduling difficulty. One par t
what are these individual
more socialiswants
JFK
result.
the rcom, "You're not the regu- time graduate student from town
The basic problem of many freshnity men doing? Conveying to you
tic measures enacted by the Con- he's blind."
what the ether fraternity is act- men is their inadequacy in surviv- gress, one notable one being lar tuner
fcund that he couldn't possibly
* * *
well
the
from
n
temptatio
the
ing
They
not.
ually like? Certainly
attend the classes unless t hey
for the aged. Altho
care
medical
The first day of Philosophy were held in the late afternoon.
are merely informing you of their established high school mode of I have no facts written here in
the computer c a n
own particular likes and dislikes. thinking to that of college. For front of me to prove it, I feel class showed
After some discussion the faculty
a long story;.
it's
But
iseef.
s
a
w
school
high
people,
many
pery
completel
a
hear
will
that
7 You
voted to allow this class to meet
in the prediction
safe
rather
Mr. William Makely called the from 4:00 to 5:00. This is all in
sonal opinion and chances are easy and not too demanding of the day
soon come, at the
Rod Herthat the truth will be clouded by their industrious capabilities. So present rate of progress, when roll and hadn't called
spite of the fact that Phil Chute
many times in high school, math- there will be no more taxpayers rick's name. Herrick confessed and R o n Danilowicz take Cale
this opinion.
course
the
what
he wanted to see
of learnand are basketball players Chute
"Believe none of what you hear ematics is just a process
in this country: Everyone will be
ing) techniques with- living from Social Security or was like before signing up. At averages over 20 points per game
and half of what you see", is how ing (memoriz
this point Chuck Gilbert g o t up
to justify them or
a well known saying goes. At this out troubling
Poor Relief. Last week a Michi- and started to leave, thought he e Rose's starting center.
meantheir
ghly
explore
rem
flic
the
prediction
a
Basketball practice usually runs
professor made
• stage of your college career
was in Civil War History. Quick
that gan
statement should apply more than ing. Freshmen soon discover
the day all traffic would come consultatien with a schedule re_ from 4:00 to 5:30. T h e general
on
g, work
ever, now it is doubly important. college is more demandin scholar to a standstill because one too vealed both classes were to meet format of practice is that during,
a
of
virtue
necessary
is
a
great
a
as
serves
many ears will get on the road in 210. At this point in the the first half hour the team prac• Deferred rush
cs a n d
the roads would be packed
Rose if yeti don't defeat and advanced mathemati
tices defense, new plays and just
and
benefit
the weird ability completely. The one consolation to ceremon'es, Max Gcodwin entered. enera 1 crganization. So if a
its purpose at the last possible science require
Herr instructor asked if Max was g
deltas and
this is the inherent solution of the a Philosophy student or a Civil player misses this first half hour
moment. Its true purpose is to to translate epsilons,
high
their
into
symbols
are
other
there
home and
When
fraterproblem
parking
acquaint yeu candidly with
Max's he could almost stay
S tudent.
y that has
practice.
of
out
much
as
more taxpayers left we will 'W a r
just
.
nity men. All first sem ester school' vocabular
no
get
prepare them
of 1-n:gn an7 ,face tunied scarlet as he calmly This happens to Chute and Dan'eave solved the r„obiern
you've— seen the Alphas and the usually failed to
major."
a
Physics
"I'm
transreplied
new
*
ilowict at least twice a week.
Betas in action. You've seen them well enough for such reasoning, and higher taxes, also.
* *
iticns in thinking and
Rose Poly also has a Shakeswalk, talk, eat and laugh. T
A Detroit man was recently inThere was the Circuits lecture
As long as entering freshmen formed by his Poor Relief Board
class which found itself in
two Get Acquainted Parties were
peare
where Ken Carr had to drag his
enly to let you know who belonged come to college lackin.g the proper that they had at long last found class out of cubby holes in t h e lust such a position. Due to a misto what. So you found out who training in mathematical thought, him a job, This gratified marl' desks cf the lab. He was tipped calculation the course was Schedtwo hours,
was where and how one of these colleges will have to provide angrily snatched his records and rf when
ira snore t o o uled to meet only
ic
cr edit.
three
a
is
re
groeps fit into ycur conception of some kind of ccurse that will stormed out of the office. Another
Shakespea
Jay Pollit and Ron Susea 'fraternity. Ideally your mind instill within them this necessary Township Trustee received a boil- im-JellY•
course: Professor Reid Bush could
hen
t
and
awakened
were
machel
trait. In recent years, tests have ing letter. The writer was angry
the hour between 4:00
should be made up.
resourceful Carr found Andy Bre- , only find
"Go into 'Rush with en open been writ t en on mathematical because their poor relief check ece conveniently stored in t h e 'and 5:00 to schedule his third
mind." This you'll hear a gain thought with the aim to provide had arrived late and her husband. storage space of the lecture table. meeting. In a vote separate from
and again, over and over. It's the an approach to the logical struc- had to take a job. In Allen County,
*
that taken on the mathematics
* *
most ridiculeus and dangerous ture of mathematics and develori Indiana, a trustee recently order- . Same prospective students from issue,.. the faculty denied this humthing you, can do and would a philosophical point of view tosupermarkets to stop allowing eEvansville were being shown thru amties course to meet at that
on
gf
nullify all the good of deferred ward the subject. Courses of this purchasef
e the library the other day when hour
.
nature for beginning students ;n relief
Rush.
Shakespeare was scheduled to
checks. One angry reliefer I ,$ameone. slipped them a note
are new and m any are (as
pack of cigarnew
in
the afternoon ain,oider ,to fill
a
pulled
he
On the week end of February 24 college
worldGet this to the outside
. . the, expel nacrnal stage.
confronted
on
soil
pecket)
requests of the 3 students
the
his
from
with
met
ettes
be
will
each freshman
is evident the trustee with "How do they Dean Moench has us locked u p who signed up for it, they wanted
smiles, warm handshakes, friend- need for such a course
HELP."
out,
us
let
won't
and
Mathematical expect us to buy soap?"
three hours credit. Calculus of
ly comments and a clean house. and a course in
*
* *
be incorporatto
Variations was scheduled at the
ian
humanitar
be
While it is entirely possible that Logic could eaSily
could
We
f o r the
Freshman, Ben Radecki, w a s same time to fill the need of one
there are • people who actually are ed in Rose's cirriculum initiated the point where the government
the
for
star at the light board
be
student, a part time st ud en t.
everybody. Karl Marx a
this friendly, it is highly unlikely freshmen. It could
Community Theatre p r o- Shakespeare failed to pass t h e
n week and be supports
a plan for this. This recent
written
that an entire fraternity could be during orientatio
has
duction LOOK HO M E W AR D,
rest cf the semas amiable as all this. So what carried thru the
disillusioning factor to all this is ANGEL. Bill Backus a n d Bob faculty yet Cale was scheduled.
hour
three
or
two
a
as
ester
be
Why?
also
must
the
be
not
nt
the governme
you see next week will
Engineer- that
Clark were the sound crew for
true Alpha Alpha Alpha or Beta credit course replacing is c o n- supported. By analogy to KirchAccording to Dean Herman
the show.
which
Beta, you'll see them as t hey ing Computations
off's current law we can see that
Moench and Professor Gordon
*
*
*
*
be
to
people
sidered by many
would like to be seen.
it is usually rather difficult to Dave Miller drove and Bob Fin- Ha i s t, no malice or favoritism
lacking in quality.
get any more of anything out than
was intended. It was just one of
Another obstacle to overcome is
Mathematical Logic was put in to begin with. Only in ney navigated his MG TF in a those things. Nobody doubts that
the decisions of your closest A course in
rally.
car
sports
February
local
sever al important the ideal circuit do we get AS
this is true but it could hardly
friends. You came here to become would have
is to point out to the MUCH out as we put in. Our .gov Freshman John Frischkorn enter- be called fair.
an individual, to make of yourself aims: first
as
Rice
Dave
philose,phical and his- ernment cannot be _claimed ideal ed his Sprite with
Only two things are important
a true man. True men do not student the
cf view towards the in this respect. We are probably navigator - a first time at it for to a true student of any f i e 1 d,
points
dea_
torical
make
to
3epend upon others
Pierce
Don
Likewise,
both.
them
applications cf not nearing the time when wages
wisdom and knowledge — importisions for them • Make up your foundations and
second is the need and exports can go up, prices and and his MG-A with Joe Grumme ant in that order. To gain knowown mind and don't allow it to mathematics,
the
for
and logical cost of living go down, taxes cut navigating took the course
be swayed by t h e persuasive for logical reasoning
first time. Mike McCombs navi- ledge we take an almost unheard
cs a n
mathemati
in
structure
and social benefits jump. In fact,
friend,
of 15 hours of technical topic s
best
tongue of even your
e modthere gated for a State frosh.
which leaves only three in which
You can *still remain close to a science, third to investigat a n d probability of ever getting
*
*
*
nal concepts
(here on earth) is rather slim
to gain wisdom thru the school.
classmate even if he is a Beta ern postulatio
poop
this
of
editors
a
new
The
provide
to
fourth
(Boltzman Equation).
Knowledge gives a man power.
arid you're an Alpha, there's no methods and
stimulus and introduction to more I predict, therefore, that the day sheet are spending this weekend Wisdom gives him s trength of
?taw against it.
sw
e
at MacMurray College's N
advanced tcp'.cs in mathematics.
Rush does accomplish a maple These are basically the ideas ex- everyone becomes a reliefer will paper Conference trying to find charac t e r, tolerance, individuals.
clog
traffic
day
the
ity, ccmpassion, ethics a n d so
be
also
obscure
Thru
kJ very good things.
pressed in a text of logic which
to out what the non-Rose student many many more vitally importand quiet pre-rushing, mcst fresh- could be used in this area of Everyone will be on the way
the
with
wrong
or
get his relief check. There is no thinks is right
ant human traits.
men know everything there is to
on this paper, aside from the staff, writsuccessworrying
could
If
Rose
any
for
thought.
cause
except
BB
and
When the school bends 3.h0 degAAA
about
know
n
commo
other
and
ing,
paper
fashionrees
backwards to satisfy t h e
the cost, so you'll find that out. fully initiate and anopt such a topic however. Some old
s.
to complaint
* * *
scientists and engineers and hardAlso, Rush is extremely entertain- course it would undoubtedly be a ed, industrious soul will decide
t
ly seems to budge for the humaning. Nothing you will ever again great benefit to the advancement go. to work so he can supplemen
an air- It was gratifying to see a very ities department how do we exbuy
and
check
relief
his
will
Poly
Rose
at
e
experienc
ni
V
from
crowd
like
sportsman
of higher learning.
plane. When he gets in the air,
quite compare with going Elm
after. pect to keep competent men on
the highways will no longer be cennes University last week
Rush as a freshman. So. definitely
their the staff? Wisdom is the strength
of
few
a
taste
sour
the
can
us
of
rest
the
of the ages find it shouldn't be
do sign up, it's something to antic- rest of your stay here if you clogged and
camour
on
painted
apples
rotten
get to the Trustee's office to pick
denied to those students who have
ipate and to look forward to. Howgratifybeen
have
would
It
pus.
to the wrong up our relief checks.
ever, do take it with a grain of pledge yourself
sportsmanlike coach the forethought to realize it.
a
ing
to
see
DK
salt or else you may have a organization.
leading the team rather than a
DK
heavy burden to carry for t h e
Hapless Henry
smug, crying, wide-mouthed, little
fellow who needs lessons f Tom
The wife was complaining to a some of his players. A "coach"
visitor. Henry is so forgetful. He from a liberal arts college who
forgets his coat, his hat, h i s displays such lack of tact a n d
National Ad Agency: National Advertising Service, Inc.
umbrella, even his address, some- makes disparaging remarks pubAccording to the news letter is420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
I sent him out just now to licly about his opponents should sued by Rose Poly which was pubtimes.
Rice
,
Merle
Karwatka
Dennis
CO-EDITORS:
the grocery to get some"lemons. be enrolled in Vincennes college lished in the Terre Haute Star, the
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Ron Turaski
But
report cin the progress of the planFEATURE EDITOR: Marvin Barkes, Staff: Ron Chopman, Jim Luns- He should be back by now.
rather than teaching at it.
I'll bet he'll forget the lemons or
ning and development program at
* * *
ford, J. R. Righthouse
and the presentation of exhibNEWS EDITORS: Bob Gordon, Staff: Evan Johnson, Don Miller, Mike else forget to come home."
Orchids to Prof. Reid Bush for RPI
Just then Henry burst through his fine performance as Eugene its in the various laboratories high
Thomas, Carl Moffett.
John Hobbs, Staff: Jim Copeland, Tobey King, Dave Randolph, the door.
Gant in the recent Community lighted the second meeting of the
You'll never guess what hap- Theatre production "Look Home- Board of Associates at the ce!lege
Lindley Ruddick
SPORTS EDITOR: Jake Hoffman, Staff: Neil Irwin, Don Endsley, John pened to me. I just met an old ward, Angel". His portrayal of a Tuesday, February 6. The Board
eccentric on the street and look young man struggling for emot- of Associates is the nucleus of
Difenbaugh, Gus Carrole, Dick Esker
what he handed me."
BUSINESS MANAGER: Ron Susemichel
iona freedom was something for alumni and business and professHenry held out a fistfull of $100 the faculty and student body to ional men who are interested in
AD MANAGER: Bill Barone
bills.
Rose a n d engineering education.
be proud of.
PHOTOGRAPHER: Gary Valbert
Prof. Bush also has appeared This was the second meeting ct; the
a "See", the -- wife said. "He forLAYOUT STAFF: Bill Allard, John Rohr, Mike Atkins.
Continued on page 6
Board.
ot the lerrionS."
FACULTY ADVISOR: Professor Reid Bush.
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Focus on Faculty

IT'S
FT. EE

_
by Mary Bakes

Charles M. Sames, 1866-1933, was born in Rockford,
Illinois. He was a member of a small group of midwestern students who were attending Worcester PolyHave you been invited to the technic Institute at the time of the opening of Rose and
Page One Ball at ISC? If not look who followed Dr. Charles 0. Thompson, president of
up some of your "black book"
names and go to work. Of course the Worcester Institution, when he came to Terre Haute
you must realize that this is Coed as the first president of Rose. Mr. Sames graduated in
Week End ,at State and it means the class of 1886.

that the, girls do, everything from
Upon graduatie,n join. Rose, he
bUYing the'ticket's to aSleffig '..YoU"to entered t n e employment of The which position he held- to the time
g. But remember it is no sin Thomson - Houston Company of of his passing in 1933.
to remind that special one that Lynn, Massachusetts, t h e parent
Rose Polytechnic Institute is
you are still alive and might pos:- organization of the General Elec- proud of the achievements of this
sib1..y accept an invitation. There is tric Company. There he was selec- early alumnus who, molre than any
always a ,catch in The deal, you ted tc, work with the renowned enelse in the engineering profesmust wear the corsage that your gineer, Professor Elinu Thompson. sion, strived to develop the articudate makes for you. Even this
late engineer.
can turn out to be go3d because' Returning to his native city in
Upon her death, his widow Lida
manufather
as
a
there will be several different 1887 to join his
imple- 0. F. Sames left her entire estate,
agricultural
of
facturer
mins awacded for those extra
ments. He began the scientific and except for a few small bequests,
special creations.
engineering editorial work for to Rose Polytechnic Institute as a
The dance is sponsored by the which he was widely known thruLt. Col Walker is busy preparing for the Spring activities of the
Press Club and will be- 'held in the out the we -ld. In 1906 he became memorial to her distinguished
Rose BataIlion, including plans for the Armed Forces parade.
Sub Ball Rooms tomorrow from editor of book publications of the husband.
Lt. Col. F. M. Walker was reared in Escanaba, Michi- 9 to - 12. The high, light of the even- Engineering News Publishing Comthe crowning of Miss Page pany and later associate editor
gan, in that state's Upper Peninsula. Col. Walker at- ing isShe
and her escort, who will
One.
tended Michigan College of Mining and Technology be the "Bachelor of the Year", of Technical Literature, The Engineering Digest and Industrial
where he graduated in June of 1942 with a BS in Civil will reign for the evening. Other Engineering.
Engineering. After graduation and a wait of 10 days, awards will be given for students In 1913 Mr. Sames joined Prohaving their names on the front
he entered active duty with an ROTC cornmission to page of 'Inc Statesman the most fessor Lionel S. Marks of Harvard
the monumental work, still pubserve for the duration plus six months. During the war number of times during the past in
lished and widely used thruout the
year.
The
theme
of
the
dance
is
he served for three years in North Africa and Italy with
world, of gathering, sorting a n d
"Pages Through the Ages" and
organizing
material for the Mechthe Aviation Engineers on airfield construction.
will be carried out extensively in
Engine Tune-Up
The Colonel has encountered
the decorations. If you haven't got anical Engineer's Handbook. In
Wheel Balancing & Alignment
many interesting tours. He spent the ROTC program is a grass-root a date yet get back to that phone 1916 he joined the st a f f of the
Corner of 17th & Wabash
1951 thru 1954 in Germany with an essential in o u r national defense because she might be calling you American Society of Mechanical
C-9328
Engineer Combat Battalion and al- organization."
now.
Engineers as Associate Editor,
so with the Seventh Army headquarters. Next in order came a two
year tour (1955-57) cin the $400 million Garrison Dam in North Dakolta. Spending a year in Korea (195859), Col. Walker was the Executive Officer of a construction group
a n d CO of a heavy constructic,n
Norm Sherer joined Ohio Bell two years ago. He hadn't
informed on advances in telephone service and equipment.
battalion. Presently we find him.
been with the company long when he had an imaginative
Norm Sherer of the Ohio Bell Telephone Company, and
as the head of o u r Military Deidea for speeding up customer billing. This idea and
other engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies
partment.
others won Norm an important promotion to Sales Superthroughout the country, help bring the finest communicaCol. Walker also spent a year at
visor for the Columbus Office. Now, with six engineers
tions service in the world to the homes and businesses of
the Engineer Officers Advance
who report to him. Norm keeps Columbus businessmen
a growing America.
Course at Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
and a year earning an MS in Industrial Engineering at Stanford
University.
He and his wife, whom he married in Algiers, Algeria in 1944
where she was employed by the
U. S. State Department, have three
children — two teenage daughters
and a son age nine.
At the end of his tour at Rose—
between June and August of the
coming summer — his family will
accompany h i m on an overseas
tour.
A very busy man, t h e Colonel
enjoys reading and gardening when
he finds the time.
Cryncerning his tour at Rose, he
said, "This tour has been particularly interesting to me because I
enjoy working with and observing
the development of o u r students
and because I firmly believe that

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: NORM SHERER

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Coke brings you
back refreshed

((,
„
110MED uniCrif Au.01,1 OF .1 COCA COtA COrAPApy .r

Compliments of

H. P. SHIRLEY
& COMPANY
Wholesale Grocers
534 N. 4th St.—Terre Haute

.....................
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Famous Physicist
At Rose

PLACEMENT OFFICE
v. s.
UNEMPLOYED SENIORS

as. Caught
Playing War

By Tobey King
Doctor Joseph R. Dillinge r,
physics instructor at the UniverThe placement office here .at increment salary raise s, educasity of Wisconsin, will visit Rose
by Capt. Homer Ambrose
etc.
next Wednesday and Thursday, Rose provides one of the most tional advantages,
(See picture, Page 1)
Other seniors have had inde- Contrary to the impressions of
February 21 and 22. During the important functions for Rose studAll but two of the new Red-Cord
graduajob
a
after
ents--finding
pendent offers, but no report has the occupants of BSB, Rose is not list have cum's above 2.00. (The
l!rne he is on campus, Dr. Dillbeen mad e. Numerous students being turned into a guerilla-war- two below 2.0 have 1.98's.) All but
inger will give lectures, hold in- tion or during summers.
- rmal meetings with students
f,
It is not only important to just have obtained summer jobs thru fare training center. Although the one have a B or better in Military
aid assist faculty members with ''get a job," but to get the right the placement office.
squads of armed men emerging Science, and all — so far as is
problems concerning curriculum job. This is where the placement Many companies a r e returning from the woods dressed in field- known — meet the physical reand research. His visit will be office helps the student. It can help this semester for second inter- coats and fatigue hats seemed un- quirements for advanced ROTC.
under the auspices of the Ameri- the student find the right job which views and to interview for summer usual to the BSB-ites, many of In the Freshman Class, t h e
can Institute of Physics and the will make his work enjoyable.
employment.
them can look forward to particc- White Cord Program looks good.
American Association of Physics
The office does this chiefly by Some companies such as General pating in similar operations in the Of a total of 145 applicants for
Teacher s, two organizations providing schedul eel interviews Motors come with large force s. next few years. It was only the program, ninety-four have
which are participating in a
with most of the leading companies GM will have 12 men here and advanced-course juniors running been accepted — based on a 2.0
nationwide program directed toor better, a B in MS, a n d no
the U.S. Also, they provide an they will interview for 4 days. through squad tactics.
in
ward stimulating interest in
physical d i s qualifications. White
of
many
how
of
idea
an
get
To
can
A
area coverage list.
student
The placement office does not
physics. This program, supported
the present Sophomore Class will Corders will be PFC's in the Rose
he
a
for
in
when
specified
ask
employment
the
student
serving
stop
by the National Science Foundai.rea and the office will try to graduates, Post graduates cont- be "playing war" next year, let's Battalion.
tion, is now in its fifth year.
match the request with job offers inue to use the placement office examine the prospects for next For those in doubt, the Military
Professor Dillinger received his I from companies located in that services when they wish to obtain year's MS III class. Last Decem- Department will publish orders on
bachelor's degree from Southern
ber, sixty-nine members of t h e the Red Cord and White Cord Proa change in employment.
Illinc is University and Ph D
Cord Program — from a total grams before 1 March.
Red
Professor Headdy pointed out
in physics from the Unversity of Now that the first semester is
of eighty-two — were invited by
and
very
we
look
well
is
check
hack
that
can
over,
by
Rose
known
This was a paid
Wisconsin. During World War II
the Military Department to apply
he- served as a staff member of the results of the placement office companies thruout America and for the Advanced Course. Of
Eds.
advertisment.
the radiation laboratory at Mass- services during the first semester. that he receives many requests these, fifty-two signed deferment
wanting
Paul
from
has
Professor
Headdy
companies
these
proachusetts Institute of Technology.
agreements; of the fifty-two. fifty "Are y o u contributing a share
He joined the University of Wis- vided these facts: the 70 graduating men to fill certain positions.
toward the a n e hundred million
were accepted.
seniors held 787 interviews with
It is readily evident that the Also, eighteen additional sopho- dollars spent annually on comic
consin physics faculty in 1947.
Dr. Danger served as presi- 85 companies during last semester. placement office serves a key mores wished to enroll in the Ad- books? This amount is four times
dent of the Wisconsin section of From these interviews, 16 seniors position in every Rose man's life. vanced Course. Of these, seven the annual book budgets of all pubthe American Association of went on 18 plant trips. Thirty-four
were accepted. So, at presen t, lic libraries a n d exceeds the
physcis teachers during the years ef these seniors have had from 1-3 The largest denomination any U.S. there are fifty-seven sophomores amount spent on textbopks." —
1951-52. He is a member of the offers, the lowest offer being government bill in existence (not who will make up next year's MS Edward Hofer, Lennox (S. D.) InAmerican Physical Society a n d higher than the average offer to currently issued) is $100,000. The III class. These sophomores will dependent.
the 1961 graduates. The highest bill bears the portrait of Woodrow
also of Sigma Xi.
also constitute the Red Corders
An engineer is a physicist
His fields of research include offer was $600 per month and the Wilson . . .
during the coming drill season
photo electric and thermionic average offer was $565 per month.
completed his educacorporals in the who
mission, development of power - They did not inciuue fringe bene- . . . Susan Delight is food editor and will be the
tion — JR
pulse generators, low temperature fits such as insurance, vacations, of the San Diego (Calif) Union . . Rose Battalion.
physics and gas discharge tubes.

Birds Fly
At Convo
J. Hobbs
Last Wednesday Rose P o 1 ytechnic Institute was fortunate in
having William A. Anderson of
homestead Florida speak on behalf of the National Audubon Society.
Mr. Anderson served as a Lieutentant Colonel in the Professional
and Scientific Division of the Air
Force which gave him valuable
experience in the field of natural
history. After completion of his
military service, Mr. Anderson
and his wife Claire made a film
called "Monarch Butterfly Story"
in their spare time. The film
turned out to be an international
prize-winning educational f ii m..
Since that time, Mr. Anderson I
had been devoted to the enrich- I
ment of the educational processes
and the development of appreciation and respect for all wildlife.
Some of Mr. Anderson's works
have appeared in three of Walt
Disney's Oscar-winning nature
films.
Here at Rose we were fortunate
to see some of Mr. Anderson's
wildlife work. His film, "Designs
for Survival", shows the human
observer the comedy and pathos
in nature's perpetuation of plants
and animals. "Designs for S u rvival", is a story of how animals
are adapted to cope with the environmental factors over which
they must triumph in order for
their species to survive.
Most structural designs in nature fall under four major divisions: feeding • movement - protection - reproduction. In his film
Mr. Anderson selected a wealth
of information a n d interesting
sequences to tell the survival
story. The film was beneficial to
all who attended for it was a
masterpiece of photography and a
mine, of information about t h e
world around us.
Johnny: "Dad, I - put a stick of
d y n-a in it e under the teacher's
chair today."
Dad: -What! Well, you go right
back to gehool and aplogize this
minute."
Johnny: ''What school?"
Good choice kr the Kentucky
Derby is Loul Roil owned by
T. E. Wood Jr. and named for
the "Loyal Royal" fans of t h e
Cinci NBA club. Loul is the son
Of Oil Capitol,

Sign up for
Advanced
Army ROTC...

And right away,
you'll feel better about
your Military Obligation
Because you know, as an officer,
your military service will be a stimulating and rewarding experience. You will enjoy the pay, the prestige, the traditional privileges of an officer ...
your military service can pay off handsomely in later life. For example, ROTC can be tremendously helpful when a man starts
his climb up the civilian ladder. Success in the executive areas of
business and industry comes earlier and more substantially to the
man who can lead. Few are born leaders: but leadership can be
learned. And Advanced ROTC is a great place to learn it...
you will be contributing to the limit of your potentialities in one
... you can help keep America
of the biggest jobs we face today.
so strong the war the whole world dreads need never happen.

During your 2-year Advanced Army ROTC course,
there will be a subsistence allowance of $535. Uniforms and military textbooks are paid for. There is a $117 allowance for your
six-week summer camp training, plus travel allowance. And when
you're commissioned, a $300 uniform allowance.

And then,of course,there is the warm sense of accomplishment you
will feel in June 1963 when the gold bars of a Second Lieutenant
are pinned on your Army uniform.
odes
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"NAVIGATION IS
OUR BUSINESS"

Board Of Managers
Studies Rose Poly

Walter L. Osmer, alumni representative on the board of managers and chairman of the development committee of the board, said
the board is studying carefully future needs of t h e college befeFe
going ahead on several possible
plans. He said the college plans a
very gradual but moderate growth ,
in enrollment up to a maximum of;
650 students, or 200 more students
than the college has facilities for
at the present time. He added that
n e w dorm is expected to be
the
Our current projects include development and production of Inertial
completed by February, 1963, and
Guidance Systems for the TITAN II, THOR and MACE missiles. We are
seen the two contestants, will the REAL bonfire
there is a present need f o r new
also the Systems Integration Manager for the modified B-52C&D Bomb_at
you'veP
pleasew
construction to provide classrooms,
ing Navigation System. In the commercial field, AC has developed and
offices and an auditorium.
is now producing a new mobile radiotelephone. Research and development programs include navigation systems for mobile ICBMs, space
These considerations included
vehicles, supersonic aircraft and ocean-going vessels.
possible expansion of the Student
AC is seeking qualified engineers and physicists to fill permanent posiCenter since there is need for extions in Milwaukee, Boston and Los Angeles. You may qualify for employpanding food service and recreaMechaniEngineering,
ment if you have a BS or MS degree in Electrical
opportunity on the campus.
tional
for
available
also
cal Engineering or Physics. Advanced positions are
In discussing the alumni "Chalmen who are completing their doctorates with specialization in navigalenge" plan for alumni giving, Ostion and related fields.
mer said that three special "ChalTo provide a transition from academic learning to practical career
lenges" are spuring the performdevelopment AC offers the following training programs:
February second at 5:00 PM, a
ance of alumni in support of their
MILWAUKEE
construction trailer at the n e w
college: an offer by the Lilly EnCareer Acceleration Program — A twelve-month program with formalized
dowment, Inc., to match approxidorm site burned due to a short
classroom instruction given in conjunction with rotating job assignments
in the electrical wiring, it is bemately the amount Rose Alumni
in Manufacturing, Reliability and Engineering. Courses include:
the Cummins
by
offer
The Seelyville Fire Depgift
a
lieved.
give;
Basic Principles of Inertial
Ballistic and Cruise Missile
artment was called by the crane
Engine Foundation to scale its givGuidance
Laboratory Sessions
Quickly
operator who was the only person
ing in proportim to the increase in
Semi-conductor Technology
Advanced Servomechanisms
and
left at the construction site. Damalumni giving and a bonus offer
Probability and Statistics
Principles of Airborne Digital
Philosophy of Reliability
ages were estimated to be befrom alumni members of the Board
Computers
Thoroughly at
tween $450 and $1000. The losses
of Managers of $100 (o v e r and
Field Service Program — Two- to four-month classroom and laboratory
training on inertial guidance systems or bombing navigation systems.
being the trailer and some tools
above their regular giving) f o r
Domestic and foreign assignments follow completion of program.
within.
each one per cent increase in alumni contributors ov er last year's
The incident provided a study
BOSTON
record.
for the men of BSB who
break
Training
Advanced Concepts Research and Development On-the-Job
Alumni fund contribunons are at ,
mov e some construction
helped
Program — AC's Boston Laboratory is engaged in developing advanced
27 N.2nd St.
the present time 38 to 40 per cent
inertial guidance equipment primarily for application in earth-bound
materials away from the flames.
ahead of what they were at •this
vehicles.
time last year.
same
LOS ANGELES
Professor John L. Blovome, vice
Advanced Concepts Research and Development On-the-Job Training
president fe,r development, reportProgram — AC's Los Angeles Laboratory is occupied with advanced
ed on the senior recruitment pro- j"The best board of education is year ago." — S. E. Mekeel, Ovid
guidance research for space vehicles and ballistic missiles, plus advanced research in special purpose digital computers.
gram which began Nov. 1, last often a shingle." — Ray Winans, (N.Y.) Gazette and Independent.
year. To date, of the class of 70 West Springfield (Mass.) Record. "If the magazines want to call
See your College Placement Office regaiding an appointment for a personal
interview with the General Motors and AC Representative.
seniors, 34 have had one or more "It' no trouble at all to tell a halt on their continuing illusspecific job offers. Eighty-five cepi when a TV movie is an old one— trated features about all t h e
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Nines sent representatives to the ,the hero doesn't kiss the girl like Kennedy family's in laws, grandviews.
he was eating an overripe peach." parents, uncles, aunts, cousins
THURSDAY, MARCH 1
According to the report from the — Charlie Crawford, Lawrence- and domestic pets, I will not
If unable to apply in person send resume to Mr. G. F. Raasch,
make any protest." —Clarence E.
campus and had in all 787 inter- burg (Tenn.) Democrat-Union.
Director of Scientific and Professional Employment, Dept. 5753,
is
Fullerton (Neb.) Nance
system
Ifebda.
two-party
"The
7929 South Howell, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.
Admissions and Placement Office,
An Equal Opportunity Employer
301 applications a r e now on file based on the assumption th at County Journal.
'for the class of 1962. Of these, 175 neither my way or your way is "Around the world, corrupt and
Ask your Placement Officer for AC's new Employment Brochure.
applications have been approved necessarily the right way of get-, Communist regimes are living
for acceptance and 85 applicants ting the job done." — Dorothy S. off the fat of American billions
have made a cash deposit to re- Scott, Smithtown (N.Y.) Messen- that have been poured down the
ger.
bottomless drain of idealism." —
serve a place in the class.
Winslow.
Richards,
The riectronics Division of General Motors
"Right now there are m ore J. Morris
Mail.
25
(Ariz.)
under
200,000
Americans
than
MILWAUKEE o LOS ANGELES • BOSTON
years of age who have been out
AChiever Inertial Guidance Systems for Titan II, Thor and Mace. Bombing
of work for six months or longer., CHUCKLES
Navigation Systems for the B-52C&D and B-47. AChieyerfone Mobile
"You've been charged with,
Most of them dropped o u t of
Radiotelephone Systems.
school and are not trained f o fighting," raid the judge. "Have
you an explanation?"
higher-paying, skilled jobs -needed
Same Trouble
by businesses and industry." — "Well, Your Honor," said the
Leo ard Sullivan, Mooreville, defendant, "I was in a phone
Two men were naving a drink
In Self Defense
booth talking to my girl when this
(N.C.)
Tribune.
wives.
their
turndiscussing
and
photographers
news
When
unhappy
always
is
wife
cover
"My
to
"Let's not be fooled into mak-- guy comes up and wants to use
ed up at a women's club
ing apologies for the material ac- the phone. He opens the d o a r,
a speech by a Very Important when I'm not with her," the first
me and tosses me out on
Person, they found this warning said.
complishments of our priv ate grabs
ear."
my
board:
bulletin
second.
enterprise system. Where we are
on the
"That's funny", said the
short, and dangerously so, is in "Then you got angry?" asked
"Cameramen! Do not get up to "My wife doesn't trust me
national dedication to fight to save the judge.
photograph our speaker while he either."
"Yes, a little," answered t Ii e
the individual freedom that makes
is addressing the audience. Shoot
Soaking a wedding ring in dishthose accomplishments possible." man, "but I didn't get real mad
him when he approaches the plat- water three times daily makes it
—William A. Muir, Candor (N.Y.) until he grabbed my girl a n d
last longer.
form."
threw her out, too."
Courier.
"You'll have to admit the Russians beat us to a solution to the National Difference
Illi;11 COSIoi
parking problem — no car." —
A Frenchman, after having
Kenny Bennett, Green c a stle spent several years in this coun(Ind.) Graphic.
try, was asked what he felt was
"A poll was taken to see how the major difference bet ween
many people watch TV in bars. Americans and Frenchmen.
The returns were staggering." — "The real difference is apparent
Fred W. Grown, Edge water in the fall," the Frenchman said.
(N.J.) Bergen Citizen.
"The American is sad because the
"A recent survey shows tha t days are getting shorter while the
four out of five women haters are' Frenchman is happy because the
women." — William L. Zeigler, nights are getting longer."
New Oxford (Pa.) Item.
"Today's prices prove that the
A man does not have to be
best time to buy anything is a married in order to take orders.

at

PLUG
AC SPARK Division
The Electronics
of General Motors

WILL
WILLu FEBRUARY
BONFIRE BECOME A
ROSE TRADITION?
A
SPARKLING CAR

SMILEY'S
JIFFY CAR WASH

WISH I'D SAID THAT

AC SPARK PLUG

BRING
YOUR
DATE
To The

STUDENT
CENTER
FRIDAY
7-12 p. m.

Cokes - TV
5c Juke Box
Ping Pong
Cards
Grill
Stewart Martin's

SNAP
SHOP
Terre Haute's Most
Complete Camera Shop
Meadows Shopping
Center

MEADOW GOLD DAIRY
Servicing

ROSE CAFETERIA & STUDENT CENTER
With High Quality

MILK & ICE CREAM
"If it's Meadow Gold it's Mighty Good"

Beatrice Foods Co.

C-6858
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SPORTS PAGE

Sports
Sputtering

Inter-Fraternity
Basketball

Inter-fraternity basketball moved
into its third week with two teams
This week we will focus our
tied for first place and two teams attention on that popular sport of
tied fox last place. Theta Xi and bowling. In the past ten yearS
Alpha Tau Omega are tied for first bowling has swept t h e nation.
place with records of two wins and The increase in popularity h a S
one loss. Lambda Chi Alpha and been evidenced by the tremendous
Sigma Nu are tied for last place gr o wth of such companies as
Since Christmas vacation, Rose with a one win and two losses rec- Brunswick and AMF. Thruout the
country today it is common to see
Poly keglers have had no mercy ord.
In the second week of play Theta bowling lanes with as many as
on the pins. Already t w o teams
have had higher team series than Xi defeated Alpha Tau Omega 33- fifty or even a hundred lanes.
that established before Christmas 32 in a contest that was especially The bowling rage has also had
Engineers
hard-fighting
The
break. Pete Canalia's and Jim close in the final quarter. The high very pronounced effects on t h e
found their first win of the season!
Matthew's teams competing against scorers for the game were Don Mc- Rose Poly student body. It is a
at Mario. They won a closely
each other during league have Nally and Jack Munro for Alpha rarity to go into Bel-Air lanes and
fought battle by the score of 83bowled a smashing 1645 and 1644 Tau Omega with 8 and 10 points not run into several students. Fur77. The under-rated Rose five have
has been respectively to beat the previous respectively, and Bud Wieser col- ther evidence of the popularity cf
Team
Rifle
Rose
The
battled many teams only to be
resting after its fine performance high team series of 1609 set by Joe lected 10 as the high men for The- bowling at Rose is shown by the
beaten tnear the end. Phil Chute
ta Xi.
tremendous interest in intramural
during the first semester. The re- Andel's team.
scoring
and Ed Downey led t h e
found Sigma bowling. The intramural league is
contest
second
The
that the shoulder
show
sults
Last Tuesday during league acwith 25 and 15 points respectively.
Nu defeating Lambda C h i Alpha composed of twenty-four five man
scores would have placed Rose four
They kept the team ahead at all in the Big Ten if they could have tion Jack Munro rolled a 243 for in a high-scoring game 61-35. Sig- teams. Almost forty percent of the
the
of
game
single
highest
the
crucial times, giving t h e Engincompleted in their matches. In year. He also threw a 161 f or a ma Nu had balanced scoring with students and faculty body eagerly
eers a well deserved victory.
spite of this, Rose lost two narrow 404 series which was high for the Dick Landenberger netting 11, await each Tuesday after noon
Rose met the tough Oakland City matches to IU. currently third in
Steve Charlton 10, and Larry Hall when they can spend a couple of
week. Also last week Bob Steder
aggregation q n 1 y to go down to the Big Ten rank.
10. Tom Terry led the losers with hours matching their skills
bowled a 214.
defeat by the score of 100-75. The
a high 19 points. However, Sigma against fellow students and facAnother interesting_ fact about
As for the standings, they are Nu had to forfit the game due to ulty members.
score does not always show t h e
the remarkis
semester
first
the
calibre of basketball played, the able performance of Greg Bolt still very close. Several teams in their using an uneligible player.
This great interest in bowling
Rose five being only t e n points and Bob Barr. Out for the rifle the top five are closing in on the In the third week of play Theta has prompted a call for int e
are
leaders
leader. Currently the
behind at the halftime. It should
Xi defeated Lambda Chi Alpha 37- collegiate competition. This call
Team for the first time and having
be remembered that Rose plays no previous experience, they have Rod Herrick's and John Demeter's 35 in a hard fought contest. Lamb- has been answered to the extent
schools which emphasize sports to cqine from scores of 250 to 280's teams each sporting a 13-1 records. da Chi Alpha trailed most of t h e that Rose is now making plans to
a much greater extent, so defeats in one semester. In the last match Top Five Teams Sixth Week
game, but made a last quartre ef- send a team to participate in the
11-1 fort which failed when high scor- intercollegiate tournament held at
such as these are to be expected.. .with IU, they came in second Demeter
9-1 ing Jim McClure put the winning Ball State on February 16 and 17.
The scores, however, in no way inand third on the Rose team while Herrick
9-1 bucket in. McClure was high for The team is composed of the five
dicate the enthusiasm or ability of
Andel
in a recent ROTC match they
8-2 Theta Xi. with 21 points and follow- elligible members of the intrathe Rose fighting team.
finished in a tie for first. Both McLellan
8-2 ed by Bud Weiser who netted 9. mural league with the highest
Oakland City
of them are pushing hard on the Ratz
Week
Seventh
Men
Ten
Top
Bob Valle was high for the losers averages over the first seven
Final: 75-100
; HT: 38-48
top shooters.
404 with 10 points. Tom Terry and Jack weeks of league competition. RepFG FT Fouls Pts On February 9th and 10th, the Jack Munro
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An infectuous spirit in the small, Little Tattle-tale
8 NORTH 4th ST.
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Poly's Keglers Hit
Plus 300 Consistently

Fall To Tough Oakland City Team

Rifle Team
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ILLINOIS GAME SCORING
Chute
Brown
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Dumford
Downey
Danilowicz
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3
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6
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1
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7
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